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Climate Action West Northamptonshire (CA-WN) 
Monthly Meeting 20 January 2022 

Meeting notes 
 

Apologies:  Briony Askew, Sue Carverhill, Tom Low 
 
Attendees:  
Alan Mawer, Alix Harrower, Christine Ware, Clare Robertson-Marriott (CRM), Clare Slater (CS), 
David Garlick (DG), David Garrett (DGa), David Wragg (DAW), Eluned Nichols, Harlene Griffiths 
(HG), Jane Wood (JW), Jonathan Harris (JH), Leonie Beale, Maria Lee (ML), Mike Longman, 
Orianne Neyroud (ON), Patsy Hollingum, Richard Hollingum, Rupert Knowles (RK), Harry Mellor 
(HM), Ken Ritchie (KR), Paul Hayes, Peter Doveston, Roger Griffiths (RG), Sharon Henley, Shirley 
Waterhouse. 
 
Review of 2021 
JW gave a brief summary of CA-WN’s achievements during 2021, including: 

• 100+ candidates signed climate action election pledge 
• Air Quality monitoring project commenced 
• 6 statements and 3 written questions to WNC council meetings; attended council climate 

‘mini-summits’ 
• CA-WN’s first AGM and membership opened.  Link to membership form 

https://forms.gle/3qCUkMfkdvxe7pVi7  
• Local press coverage 
• First public events held as part of Great Big Green Week 
• Attended COP event at University of Northampton  
• 2 climate cafes held in Towcester and Weston Favell 
• Social media following growing (like or follow us - Facebook and Twitter @WeAreCAWN) 

 
WNC Engagement  
Consultations 

• Thank you to all who responded to the WNC Strategic Plan Spatial Options consultation.  
Everyone who responded will now be automatically included in the next phase of the Plan 
consultation (due summer 2022) 

• Budget consultation now underway, closing date 1 Feb.  Please consider responding to 
this as well – again we will share some template wording to use.  CA-WN’s chief concern 
is that the headline statements about investment to drive the green agenda are not 
backed up by any detail about what this investment will consist of or how much it is.  

• JH advised the council’s Overview & Scrutiny Committee has sub working groups looking 
at the draft budget and relating it back to the corporate plan, so it is likely they will also 
identify lack of clear budget plans to support the ‘clean and green’ corporate objectives. 

• WNC were expected to launch their Sustainability Strategy in January.  JH has chased 
the deputy portfolio holder and no launch date has been set.  As there was nothing about 
this on the agenda for WNC cabinet meeting earlier this week it seems unlikely launch 
will be this month.  It seems WNC are seeking to align their strategy to the UN 
Sustainability Development Goals.  As the coverage of these is wider than climate 
change, this might dilute focus.   

• KR noted that Polly Billington, CEO of UK100, whose Net Zero pledge WNC have 
committed to sign, was present at a recent event he attended, and was clear that 
councils must not see climate change as an add-on rather than fully integrated into their 
work.   
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Current activity 
Climate cafes  

• CS gave a brief update on the plans for further Climate Cafes this year.  The first one will 
be online, provisionally scheduled for 9th February. 

• CRM reported back on a Climate Psychology Alliance training workshop on hosting 
climate cafes that she has attended, which provided some good ideas for future events  

NACRE event September 2022 
• CA-WN is supporting NACRE (Northants Association for Communities in the Rural 

Environment) with organising a green family festival and conference to be run on 
consecutive days (Sunday 11th and Monday 12th September).  Themes are Transport, 
Biodiversity/Nature, Energy and Food.  Speakers and exhibitors on these topics are being 
invited – suggestions particularly for speakers would be welcome. 

Food waste project 
• CA-WN has agreed to work with WNSFP (West Northants Sustainable Food Place) on 

food waste reduction.  JW has had a call with a Friends of the Earth food policy adviser to 
get some ideas.  First step will be a meeting with WNSFP to agree approach – anyone 
wishing to get involved please contact JW. DGa asked for more information about this as 
Garden Organic run food waste volunteer projects elsewhere. 

Harlestone Climate Day 
• Event in Harlestone on Saturday March 5th – this will provide information and 

opportunities to talk to experts and people with experience of making changes such as 
solar panels and heat pumps. CA-WN is supporting and if anyone is able to attend for 
part of the day to help by talking to local people about climate change generally please 
contact RK or JW.  Currently there are lots of suggestions for food shops etc – more 
contacts needed for the bigger actions to stop emissions. Particularly looking for anyone 
with experience of installing a heat pump in their home and willing to talk about it. 

Event Banners 
• With a number of events planned and more likely to happen, it has been decided we 

should invest in some reusable display banners.  Content to be fairly generic (logo, name, 
link or QR code, few bullets on our aims and objectives).  HM to put together possible 
designs for consideration. 

 
Future-casting 
Principles and Mission Statement 
JW introduced this session by summarising CA-WN’s key principles: 

• Local 
• Not party political 
• But we care about social and environmental justice 
• Open and transparent 
• Inclusive and collaborative 

There was a reminder of CA-WN’s mission statement: “Focus on using people power to make 
West Northamptonshire a UK leader in carbon reduction, biodiversity and sustainable 
development”.  
JH suggested replacing the words ‘sustainable development’ with the full definition of this from 
the National Planning Policy Framework, on the basis that sustainable development is now a very 
widely used and somewhat devalued term.  Full definition is ‘meeting the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their own needs’. CRM suggested 
we might consider including reference to ‘regenerative’ as this is a key concept particularly in 
relation to biodiversity.  JW will take a revised version of the mission statement to next Steering 
Committee meeting. 
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Future-casting exercise 
Attendees were asked to consider what they want to see CA-WN achieve in 2022, what steps are 
needed now to deliver those achievements and what part they might be able to play.  Breakout 
groups discussed and fed back ideas, summarised below: 

• Identify unoccupied land to see if it can be put to use, for example producing food or as 
community gardens 

• New routes for active travel to link up towns and villages – why can’t these be negotiated 
with landowners as new roads are? 

• Proper sustainable funding for local bus services, in some cases these have been funded 
by parish councils to avoid losing services.  This needs to be covered in WN’s 
sustainability strategy/climate action plan.  Provision of bus services is not enough, there 
also needs to be promotion and education to encourage more use of buses, and research 
into whether people would use them.   

• ‘Rewilding’ and nature awareness – there are projects in villages, including Nether Heyford, 
looking at more nature friendly verge management, creation of wildlife areas etc 

• RG and HG are getting an environmental group going in Yelvertoft.  CA-WN can support 
the work of groups like this and help to get PCs on board. 

• Parish councils have a key role to play in supporting their areas and communities in 
dealing with climate change, however they lack knowledge and education.  CA-WN needs 
to focus on and support the need for education and awareness for PCs - we could provide 
expert speakers for example.  PC training is provided by NCALC – JW has contacted them 
about this but response was lukewarm; worth trying again.  CA-WN can also link up PCs to 
share ideas and support around the climate change agenda. 

• Wider engagement – CA-WN needs to grow its engagement to get more people interested 
and involved. One way to increase reach and motivation might be to develop activity with 
schools and advise how climate agenda fits in to the curriculum.  Public engagement and 
awareness is critical, we need to ensure people have enough knowledge and 
understanding to challenge MPs and council. 

• CA-WN could be forward thinking and develop an alternative vision.  Planning policy is 
frustrating and hampers the ability of WNC to make decisions, but there might be more 
teeth in planning policies (National Planning Policy Framework) than are being used at 
present. 

• Campaign on engine idling to raise awareness of how damaging this is. 
• List of organisations that provide free resources for PCs – ML advised there is a site 

already doing that and will share the link. 
• More climate days modelled on the one in Harlestone 

Ideas for further development to be discussed at next Steering Committee meeting on 1st 
February.  

AOB  
ML concerned that three large old cedar trees have been cut down in Abington.  There is a 
conservation management plan for the park in development but not yet finalised. DG advised 
the Friends of Abington Park newsletter explains the reasoning and process gone through on 
this – he will share the newsletter (relevant extract below).   
ML – has been campaigning by knocking on doors in streets near Northants cricket ground, 
asking people of they wanted to come to a talk.  She had no hostile reactions, with no-one 
saying they were against XR, she found it a pleasure to have the discussions.  XR are running 
training on this type of campaigning for anyone interested. 
DAW raised during the informal social session: 

- Young Greens workshops he has been attending – more information to be shared.   
- Need for a website, suggestion that CA-WN members/supporters could write pieces to 

be published on the website when it goes live (it currently exists but not public). 
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Date of next meeting – 17 February 2022 7.45pm  
 
Extract from Friends of Abington Park newsletter: 
 

Decision making 

We receive a number of queries about various decisions that are made, especially in relation to 
environmental aspects such as trees or wild life.  

It may look as though actions are taken ‘out of the blue’ but in fact a change of any sort is made 
only after rigorous examination and consultations with any groups who may be affected. 

Most recenelty we have had questions about trees. The actual work is carried out by IDVerde 
who are contracted under the aupices of Veolia. 

Specifically, the recent felling of the cypresses near the memorial rose garden caused concern. 
This was carried out as they had outlived their original purpose, were never part of original plan 
and vision for the park and were inhibiting the developemnt of the butterfly garden which was 
the intended designation of the bed where they were located. Here is the full information 
about the removal of the trees from the officers involved: 

As part of the on going management of Abington Park, the three Cypress trees have been 
removed so that the semi mature trees on the south lawn nearby can thrive and the bed itself be 
brought back to a benefit in the park. 

The semi mature trees will now become the specimen trees they should become; these trees 
were being shaded out/supressed by the conifers. 

The bed that the conifers were in is designated as a butterfly bed and with the conifers in situ 
was failing, despite numerous attempts to populate the bed and encourage diversity within the 
park. 

The conifers were originally planted, not for their amenity value, but as a windbreak for the 
bowls green that was adjacent to the bed and predated the rose garden that is there now. Their 
function, therefore, has become obsolete. 

Abington Park, especially the top park is ornamental and once the bed is restored, this section of 
the park will be much more in keeping with the nature of the park. 

The Council’s planning tree officer approved all the work after the relevant conservation area 
planning application was made. 

  
 
 
 


